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**About ESPN: Live sports & scores**

ESPN: Live sports & scores provides users with all content of the ESPN channel group. The app

informs quickly and reliably about all sports news, scores and highlights.

With ESPN: Live sports & scores you can access all the content of the famous American ESPN

channel group on the go. The app gives you all important information about scores and news from

the NFL, NBA, NHL and many other leagues and also provides you with numerous game analysis

and highlight videos. In addition, you can stream many matches live on your smartphone or tablet,

or listen to the live broadcasts on numerous ESPN radio stations.

**ESPN: Live sports & scores - Features:**

- All results and news: With the ESPN app you are always well informed about all sports results,

matches and news. In the app you can find information on numerous leagues like the NBL, NFL,

NHL or MLB. In addition to the big leagues, you can also access all results of the college leagues

or the eSport.

- Select favorites: If you select your favorite team or your favorite league in the app, you will receive

all the important news and results in a special favorites feed. Here you get a good and clear

overview of all messages concerning your favorites. In addition, the app informs you about all

important matches and scores of your favorites in a matter of seconds by sending push messages

to your smartphone or tablet. 

- Streaming service: By using the streaming service of the ESPN app, you can stream many games,

highlight videos or analytics on the go on your smartphone or tablet.

- Great audio offer: If you do not have time to watch the game or the game analysis, you can also

use the great audio offer of the ESPN app. Here are live broadcasts of the games, ESPN podcasts

and national and regional ESPN radio stations available. Because of that, you can follow the game

in passing and stay up to date.

Conclusion: With the ESPN app, you have the most popular and largest sports channel in the US

everywhere with you. The app informs you reliably about the latest sports news, scores and

highlights. You can also stream all NBA, NHL or NFL games live on your smartphone or tablet, or

follow the matches in live broadcasts.


